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And my God shall supply all your need according to His riches in glory by Christ Jesus.
Philippians 4:19

In Awe of God
by Mike

We stand in awe of God. His greatness no one can fathom.
Materials:
10 jacks or
10 spinning tops
White Board / Chalk Board

Topics:
Character of God, Honor God,
Majesty, Praise, Worship

Duration:
Approximately 10 minutes

Target Audience:
Grades 1-6 (Ages 6-12)

What you will do:
Ask for a volunteer. Hand him or her the jacks (or tops) and explain that the challenge is to get all of the jacks
spinning at the same time, until you say, "Stop." As jacks quit spinning, the volunteer should pick the jacks up and
get them spinning again. If he or she can somehow get all ten jacks spinning at once, give the volunteer more
jacks until it is impossible to keep them all spinning at the same time.
What you will say:
This was a fun demonstration on how hard it is for us to keep up with numerous tasks at once. Keeping ten or
more jacks spinning was no easy task. Just think if you had to keep the jacks spinning for several hours, or worse
several days! Now image that you had to keep the jacks spinning, clean your room, feed the dog and do your
homework, all at the same time!
It is amazing to think about all the things God keeps going at the same time, let's list them on the board.
(Here are just a few examples)
God hears everyone's prayers.
God keeps each planet in place, not to mention all the stars
God knows the number of hairs on each person's head
God knows when even a sparrow falls to the ground
God knows the number of grains of sand on every beach
God knows every thought of every man, woman and child
God knows each child before it is born
God supplies each person with his or her daily needs.
God supplies the needs of all the creatures in the world
The list of things God keeps going is endless, even if we tried, we could never understand all the things God does.
God is awesome; His capabilities are vast and never ending. His abilities are mind-boggling. We should worship
Him, learn from Him and praise Him for His goodness to us.
"Great is the Lord and most worthy of praise; His greatness no one can fathom." Psalm 145:3
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